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1920 London2016 Bollywood/Horror 2 hours4.7/10 IMDb4.5/5 flipkart68% liked this film Google usersThis is a clever, ‘found
footage’-like, horror film that takes elements of 70s and 80s horror genre and in turn makes it look very dated. This is the story of 3

outcast teenage friends who are preparing to participate in a fight-porn contest. The power they get to be fierce, attractive and
fearless from a mysterious witch, sent to earth by a witch as a sword that can hurt and give pain. Babu is an outcast gay boy who

wins a fight-porn contest via a mysterious telekinetic witch who surrounds her in a huge time-reversal vortex. Then she gives them
the ability to turn into extreme ninjas. This enables them to visit fight clubs around London. Soon they and their extreme ninjas are on

the run from the mob and the police. Now they have to fight off the evil witch with the help of Babu’s cheating ex-girlfriend. A well
made old-fashioned indian horror movie with some action sequences.  Why is it here?  The disc's contain two audio tracks:  An English
one and an Indian one that are both well played.  The English one is loud and terrible, but it's the only one you get. 1920 London is an
Indian horror film directed by Tinu Suresh Desai. It is the third installment in the 1920 (film series),[4] after 1920 and 1920: The Evil

Returns. The film stars Sharman Joshi, Meera Chopra, and Vishal Karwal in lead roles. The film managed to recover its cost and
became a moderate success but it couldnt repeat the success of its previous installments, still it was followed by another installment

titled 1921. Wikipedia
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I am a big fan of
American films and often

prefer the US original
over the international

version. This movie is no
exception, as it has the
more interesting story

and better performance.
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The American version in
1998 has the same story

and so I wasn't
expecting that much of a

change. However, the
script still is pretty good
and the performances

are excellent. If you like
John Landis movies, you
will like this one. Very
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good horror/thriller. The
protagonist gets

kidnapped by some
weird cult/organisation

who are making him into
an assassin. But then he

is saved by his friend
and this friend is
revealed to be a

werewolf. If this were a
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normal James Bond film
that would be that right

there. But in this film it is
one of the many similar
cases. The CGI effects of

the werewolf are very
good, but the acting is

fairly bad. But if you can
get past that, then it is
worth a watch. It is a
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pretty cool movie, and
its a cult classic in India
and somewhere else. It
is also a must watch for
any werewolf fans out

there. It has everything
for the perfect thriller. It

has the story, the
suspense, the twists, the

action, the intriguing
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plot and above all, the
modern three Bollywood-
lads, which are the focus
of the movie. The three
are Imran, Abhishek and
Nawaz, and they create
a film scenario that is

very similar to an action-
adventure series of

which most are
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produced in India. Full
length of this film is 1hrs
and 44 mins. Coded on
Blu-ray. The film depicts
the story of an innocent
person who got held by

the mental illness-
induced torture of a

fellow inmate in a prison.
Thrives to make out that
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the child could become
in a big bully, it can

make the child a
charming person so that

in future times, some
people in the society
could think that he or
she was so bad that

what has befallen him or
her. As seen the movie
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shows the details about
this tormented person

and how he/she
changed. It also shows

that how the society get
treated in a prison. Apart

from telling the story,
this movie also

illustrates the fact that
bullying of those who are
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mentally sick is not
acceptable, it is

important that this
information must be

known by the people so
that this never happens

again. 5ec8ef588b
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